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Rhinotillexomania Or Just Texting, Two Fun Ways To
Drive. | Spatula In The Wilderness

Years ago, I remember a psych professor telling me about a University of Kansas
study in which researchers placed cameras on overpasses to see what drivers
might be engaged in while they were supposed to be driving. The most common
behavior, it turned out, was nose picking.  I can only laugh at what the second
might have been. Now, those scientists of a generation ago would see Kansans
trying to jam iphones up their flared nostrils and send texts at the same time.
Sadly, the quaint world has passed away and boogers don’t kill us anymore,
phones do. Last year the worry was about the number of people killed while texting
and stepping off of curbs into traffic, now it’s driving related fatalities from texting. I

believe that the next frontier of text related deaths might be from auto erotic texting. Insensitive?
Sure, but you watch. Some dope will probably make national headlines for text related death with a
bag over his head, a smile on his face and a phone in whatever hand is free.

In all seriousness, I’m with the Christian Science Monitor’s editorial board, who wrote an op-ed
piece today calling for a nationwide ban on hand held use of cell phones in vehicles
(http://csmonitor.com). It just makes sense. You really can’t do anything while driving, but drive. The
age we live in dictates that we “nothingtask” all day long. Yes, it looks on the surface like we’re multi-
tasking and getting many things done on divergent fronts, but this tends to be a fallacy. The more
things a person tries to do at once, the more diluted the results of the tasks become. We end up
doing multiple bits of nothing. I can eat a double Whopper, write a shorthand novel, critique

paintings of dogs playing poker and text about how much I like Jennifer
Aniston’s looks at forty, but you sure as hell don’t want to be anywhere near
my car while I’m doing so. The Whopper is on my shirt, the novel is crap, I end
up texting about Jenny Craig and (more than likely) smash a texter stepping
off the curb. The thing for all of us, myself (bad driving, cell phone using)
included may be to go back and watch all of those butt kicking, impossibly
gory driver’s ed films again. Just the memory of the kid running into the back
of the dump truck in I Am Your License is enough to make me put down the

phone and concentrate. The scene in Blood on the Asphalt where the 50′s era kid with the fence
post through his noggin still gives me the chills more than any slasher movie ever did. You know
what? Time for a dose of youtube and then I’ll leave the phone in my bag.
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